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Welcome to Boston University’s 22nd Annual Undergraduate Research Symposium! We are honored to have you engage with our high-achieving students and supportive faculty mentors. They have collaborated over the past year working on groundbreaking research.

The Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) is a university-wide program that funds undergraduate students to conduct research with BU faculty members in all disciplines. UROP’s mission is to nurture curiosity, to capture imagination, and to cultivate relationships between faculty and students beyond the classroom to shape independent, innovative, and collaborative leaders.

Enjoy and be inspired!
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Outstanding Students

Students who have excelled

**Outstanding Students**

- **Allison Casey, CAS '20**
  - BET Bromodomain Proteins Regulate T Cell Expression of Multiple Immune Checkpoint Molecules
  - Nominated by Prof. Gerald Denis (MED Medicine and Pharmacology)

- **Anna Harris, CFA '20**
  - The Dangers of Musical Taste: Cycles of Marketing, Hierarchy, and Hegemony
  - Nominated by Prof. Rachana Vajjhala (CFA Musicology)

- **Meera Kumanan, CAS '20**
  - Investigating Structural Reorganization and Lipid Interactions of Serum Amyloid A using MD Simulations
  - Nominated by Prof. Olga Gursky and Prof. John Straub

- **Lolo Serrano, CAS '21**
  - Representation of Technology by the Mexican Press, 1896-1914: a Tool for Literary Analysis
  - Nominated by Prof. Adela Pineda (CAS Romance Studies)

- **Aron Malatinszky, CAS '20**
  - Class Size and Educational Achievement: Evidence from Hurricane Katrina Evacuees
  - Nominated by Prof. Daniele Paserman (CAS Economics)

- **Raina Williams, CAS '20**
  - The Effect of Health Impact Investors on the Overall Successes of Health Enterprises
  - Nominated by Prof. Emily Barman (CAS Sociology)

- **Meera Kumanan, CAS '20**
  - Investigating Structural Reorganization and Lipid Interactions of Serum Amyloid A using MD Simulations
  - Nominated by Prof. Olga Gursky and Prof. John Straub

Outstanding Mentors

Mentors who inspire

**Outstanding Mentors**

- **Andrew David**
  - (CAS History)
  - Nominated by Darian Radzikowski, CAS '20

- **Sean Elliott**
  - (CAS Chemistry)
  - Nominated by Wei-Lun Tsai, CAS '20

- **Guido Salvucci**
  - (CAS Earth & Environment)
  - Nominated by Joshua Taylor, CAS '21

- **Susanne Sreedhar**
  - (CAS Philosophy)
  - Nominated by Yingshihan Zhu, CAS '20
Presentation Times
Approximately half of the student researchers will be presenting in each poster session.

Poster Session 1
11am to 12pm

Poster Session 2
12pm to 1pm

Stick around to see both!

Symposium Key
What do you want to learn?

- Biological Sciences (1 - 33)
- Physical Sciences (34 - 85)
- Social Sciences (86 - 135)
- Arts & Literature (136 - 153)
- Sargent College & Public Health (154 - 164)
- Medical - Basic, Clinical, & Dental Sciences (165 - 208)
- Computational & Mathematical Sciences (209 - 210)
- Engineering (211 - 256)
Map of the Symposium
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sophia Addì</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Examining the Chemical Catalysis of Ketohexokinase Through pH Rate Analysis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Dean Tolan (CAS Biology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ebubechi Adindu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Evolution of NF-κB as a Transcription Factor: Characterization in the Protist Capsaspora owczarzaki</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Thomas Gilmore (CAS Biology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Niya Adlersberg</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Do Teachers use More Informing, Analyzing, and Brainstorming Questions after Participating in the Conversation Compass Professional Development Training?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Stephanie Curenton (SED Education, Leadership, &amp; Policy Studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kumai Al Hamoud</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Developing a DNA Sequence Alignment Framework for Sequence Pathogenicity Screening</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Douglas Densmore (ENG Electrical &amp; Computer Engineering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sadie Allen</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Praxi: A New Cloud Software Discovery Tool</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Ayse Coskun (ENG Electrical &amp; Computer Engineering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bayan Alsairafi</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Competition and Cannibalism Determine the Succession of Fungal Communities During Decay</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Jennifer Bhatnagar (CAS Biology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roxanna Altus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Defining the Mechanisms of Cytoskeletal Dynamics in Meg3-deficient Myoblasts</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Francisco Naya (CAS Biology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>David Alvarez</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Algebraic Foundations for Multiplicative Degree Expressions in English</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Elizabeth Coppock (CAS Linguistics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooba Alwani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estabishing the Role of IKKβ in IGPR-1 Phosphorylation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prachi Aneja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Socio-Economic, Demographic and Attitudinal Factors Affecting the KAP-Gap in Rural India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugenia Angelopoulos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of Inhibitory Neurons Expressing Calretinin and Parvalbumin Across the Thalamic Reticular Nucleus (TRN) in Schizophrenic and Control Human Brains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Anjorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aria Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcriptional Regulation of Abiotic Stress-induced Defense Compound Production in Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ayoub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of Insulin on Live Ex Vivo Prostate Cancer Cell-Bone Interaction Model System in the Presence of Docetaxel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallavi Balivada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Throughput, Automated Prion Phenotype Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation of the CIDAR MoClo Bacterial Library for Modular Assembly of Complex Genetic Circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Barbero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Influence of Visualizing the Group on Children’s Belief’s about Group Membership in STEM on Task Persistence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pranai Basani
The Shape of Cancer Cells Facilitates Invasion of Healthy Tissue
Mentor: Kirill Korolev (CAS Physics)

Angelica Benaim
Generation of AAV9 Viral Constructs to Generate CRISPR Deletions in Muscle.
Mentor: Francisco Naya (CAS Biology)

Carter Berlind
Time Window User Interface
Mentor: Calin Belta (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

Megan Blagden
Effects of Climate Change Across Seasons on Foliar Amino Acids in Red Maple (Acer rubrum) Trees
Mentor: Pamela Templer (CAS Biology)

Emily Blaum
The Role of Interleukin-2 in Autoreactive T Cell Responses
Mentor: Hans Dooms (MED Rheumatology)

Aislinn Blute
Characterizing Transcription Dynamics in RET-activated Neuroblastoma Cells
Mentor: Adrian Whitty (CAS Chemistry)

Lisa Brontesi
Establishing an in Vitro Model of Human Adult Neurogenesis
Mentor: Gary Gibson (CAS Neuroscience)

Scott Buresh
Simple Synthetic Route to Generate Thiocarboxylic Acids from Carboxylic Acid Starting Materials
Mentor: Linda Doerrer (CAS Chemistry)

Deeya Burman
Dual expression of CRISPR-dCas9 Activator and Inhibitor to Improve Acetate Utilization in Escherichia coli BW25113
Payton Cabrera
Examining Pathological Tau and A-Beta and Their Involvement in the Aging Brain
Mentor: Douglas Rosene (MED Anatomy & Neurobiology)

Steven Caldwell
Synthetic Applications of the Asymmetric Petasis Reaction, Affording Beta-amino Alcohols
Mentor: Scott Schaus (CAS Chemistry)

Gabriella Card
An Examination of Musculoskeletal Stress Markers from Remains Discovered in a 15th Century Necropolis in Mistihalj, Montenegro
Mentor: Sean Tallman (MED Anatomy & Neurobiology)

Allison Casey
BET Bromodomain Proteins Regulate T Cell Expression of Multiple Immune Checkpoint Molecules
Mentor: Gerald Denis (MED Hematology & Medical Oncology)

Benjamin Chan
Creating a User Interface to Interact with SynBioHub and Annotate Genetic Constructs using the Synthetic Biology Open Language (SBOL)
Mentor: Douglas Densmore (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Hongyu Chen
Synthesis of Novel (+)-Griffipavixanthone Derivatives via Late-stage Functionalization
Mentor: John Porco (CAS Chemistry)

Nadine Chen
Between the Sacred and Secular: Experiential Religion in William James and Dostoevsky
Mentor: Yuri Corrigan (CAS World Languages & Literatures)

Nicole Chen
An Auditory Streaming Model of Talker Adaptation in Speech Processing
Mentor: Tyler Perrachione (SAR Neuroscience)

**Andrea Cheng**

*Synthetic Efforts Towards Asperterpene A and Related Meroterpenoids*

Mentor: John Porco (CAS Chemistry)

**Aishwarya Chitoor**

*Children and Parent’s Understanding of Natural Selection Before and After Conversations of Natural Selection*

Mentor: Deborah Kelemen (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

**Piyaporn Chivatanaporn**

*Characterization of P977S KIDLIA Point Mutation*

Mentor: Hengye Man (CAS Biology)

**Sofija Chroneos**

*Teaching Boldness: Giving Teens Tools for Reflection, Engagement and Activism Through Research-Based Arts Curricula*

Mentor: Felice Amato (CFA Art Education)

**Cassandra Chua**

*Investigating the Constitutive Flow Relations for Lymphatic and Blood Endothelium*

Mentor: Joe Tien (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

**Jasmine Clevenger**

*1P2C: A Miniscope for Multiplexed Single-photon Imaging of Two Spectrally Distinct Fluorescent Reporters in Freely-behaving Animals*

Mentor: Timothy Otchy (CAS Biology)

**Rebecca Cole**

*Mechanisms of Social Modulation of Fear Reinstatement*

Mentor: Steve Ramirez (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

**Kristin Connelly**

*Protein Production for Quantum Dot Bead Biosensors*

Mentor: Allison Dennis (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

**Mackenzie Conner**

*Parent-level vs. Child-level Impact of Juicy Questions Scientific Inquiry Intervention*
Mentor: Kathleen Corriveau (SED Applied Human Development)

Cadin Connor
Approximating the ttH Cross Section via the Matrix Element Method
Mentor: Indara Suarez (CAS Physics)

Ryan Cornelius
Numerical Investigation of Multi-state Persistent Random Walks of Replicating Particles
Mentor: Kiril Korolev (CAS Physics)

Olivia Cronin-Golomb
Towards Improving Habitat Suitability Models for Seagrass Restoration: Using Field Optics and Remote Sensing to Study the Variability in Seagrass-bed Exposure to UV and Visible Solar Radiation in Plum Island Estuary, MA
Mentor: Cedric Fichot (CAS Earth & Environment)

Ryan Cully
Investigating Part Fatigue Present in Metal Powder Bed Fusion Through Use of Transparent Materials
Mentor: James Bird (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

Zhonghao Dai
Quantification of Chondrocyte Clustering as a Quality Metric in Cartilage Tissue Engineering
Mentor: Michael Albro (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

Kadesh Daniels
A Quantitative Assessment of Color Pattern Variation in the Hyper-diverse Neotropical Genus Adelpha
Mentor: Sean Mullen (CAS Biology)

Indira Dasgupta
Schlemm’s Canal Endothelial Cell Dimensions in High-Flow and Non-Flow Areas with Increasing Pressure
Mentor: Haiyan Gong (MED Ophthalmology)

Cairo De Souza
Elucidating GINIP’s Role in Regulating Gαi Protein Signaling in Epilepsy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mentor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhianna DelBene</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Synthesizing Next-Generation Batteries with Robotic AI</td>
<td>Mentor: Mark Grinstaff (CAS Chemistry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manaswni Dhingra</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Optimizing Protein Expression and Purification of B. subtilis yqeG to Gain Insight into the Nucleotide Regulatory Mechanisms in B. subtilis</td>
<td>Mentor: Karen Allen (CAS Chemistry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Dixon</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>Role of Hyperphosphorylated Tau in the Amygdala and Entorhinal Cortex in the Progression of Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE)</td>
<td>Mentor: Ann McKe (MED Neurology &amp; Pathology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanna Dooling</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Altering Expression Levels of the Dlk1-Dio3 Locus in Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells</td>
<td>Mentor: Francisco Naya (CAS Biology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharine Draisen</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Silence and Sacrifice: Women, Families, and Communities of Care in Israel’s Socialist and Post-Socialist Kibbutz Contexts</td>
<td>Mentor: Merav Shohet (CAS Anthropology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Ducharme</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>Prevention of Light Pollution for a Lunar Telescope</td>
<td>Mentor: Brian Walsh (ENG Mechanical Engineering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marley Fair</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Teaching Natural Selection Through Professional Development</td>
<td>Mentor: Deborah Kelemen (CAS Psychological &amp; Brain Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangnan Fang</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Investigating First Language Interference in Linking and De-linking at Word Boundaries for Native Mandarin Speakers of English</td>
<td>Mentor: Charles Chang (CAS Linguistics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yinxuan Feng</td>
<td>223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Investigation on Hardware Performance Counter Malware Detection
Mentor: Manuel Egele (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering) and Gianluca Stringhini (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Caitlin Fisher 95
The Orphans of Commonwealth Avenue: How BU Student Life and News Intersects with the Boston Rock n’ Roll Scene from the 1960s to the 1980s
Mentor: William McKeen (COM Journalism)

Faiz Andrea Ganz 46
Test and Calibration of the Inductive Bpm Chain at Cern Linear Electron Accelerator for Research (Clear)
Mentor: Zeynep Demiragli (CAS Physics)

Isabella Garza 155
Impact of Femoroacetabular Impingement Syndrome on Hip Muscle Activation During Gait
Mentor: Cara Lewis (SAR Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation Sciences)

Sabrina Ghosh 174
Uncovering the Molecular Mechanisms of Amyloid-Mediated Cellular Damage
Mentor: George Murphy (MED Medicine)

Paula Giraldo 175
Provision of Utility Shutoff-Protection Illness Letters at an Urban Safety-Net Hospital, 2009-2018
Mentor: Karen Lasser (MED Medicine and Public Health)

Alisa Gold 156
Lexical Analysis of Speech in Everyday Social Interactions in People With and Without Schizophrenia
Mentor: Daniel Fulford (SAR Occupational Therapy)

Nathanial Graham 140
Connecting Visual Data and Rational Speakers: A Pragmatic Model
Mentor: Elizabeth Coppock (CAS Linguistics)
Qingyuan Guo
The Mechanosensitive Channel Piezo2 Influences the Formation of Pulmonary Neuroendocrine Cells
Mentor: Jason Rock (MED Medicine)

Sun Young Guwn
Cue Extinction Strategies to Reduce Cocaine Relapse in Female Rats
Mentor: Kathleen Kantak (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Justin Haffling
Measurement of Small Single and Multi Rotor Aerodynamic Performance
Mentor: Sheryl Grace (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

Anna Harris
The Dangers of Musical Taste: Cycles of Marketing, Hierarchy, and Hegemony
Mentor: Rachana Vajjhala (CFA Music, Musicology, & Ethnomusicology)

Jonathan Harris
Evaluation of Coarse-grained Solvent Models by Comparison with SANS Spectra of Dodecylphosphocholine Micelles
Mentor: John Straub (CAS Chemistry)

Hailey Hart-Thompson
The Garden: Peacemaking Conditions of Ramana’s Garden Children’s Home
Mentor: Frank Korom (CAS Anthropology)

Victoria Hempstead
Women on the Road: The Role of Gender and Sexuality in Chinese Folklore
Mentor: Catherine Yeh (CAS World Languages & Literatures)

Cameron Hill
A Case Study in Bottom-Up Pedagogy Transfer from Undergraduate Learning Assistants to Faculty at Boston University
Mentor: Kathryn Spilios (CAS Biology)

Rachel Honigsberg
SIP Activates a Secondary Barrier Signaling Pathway Involving Notch1
Mentor: Jen Bays (ENG Biomedical Engineering)
Hannah Hooven

We Welcome You to Aparna’s, La La La! : Music Education, Trauma, and Displacement at a Children’s Home in Rishikesh, India

Mentor: Kinh Vu (CFA Music Education)

Helen Houghton

Classically Core: A Travel Guide for Core Curriculum Students on the Florentine Renaissance

Mentor: Kyna Hamill (CFA Theater)

Lihang Huang

Plasma Protein Ligands Discovery

Mentor: Arturo Vegas (CAS Chemistry)

Felicia Hudibjo

Synthesis of Building Blocks Crucial for BDF and BBO as Potential New Materials for Organic Electronics

Mentor: Malika Jeffries-El (CAS Chemistry)

Reece Huff

Optimizing Digital Volume Correlation to Study Vertebral Fractures

Mentor: Elise Morgan (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

Annelise Hushka

Characterizing the Binding of Rad3 to the Cytosolic Iron Sulfur Cluster Assembly Targeting Complex

Mentor: Deborah Perlstein (CAS Chemistry)

Carina Imbornone

The Film Dialogue of The Fitch Trecartin Studio: An Inquiry into New Patterns of Language

Mentor: Anna Henchman (CAS English)

Anthony Intili

Neutral Particle Production from Cosmic Ray Muons at Super Kamiokande

Mentor: Edward Kearns (CAS Physics)

John Isaac

Determining the Neutralization Efficacy of Breast Milk IgG Against Maternal HIV Viruses in the Context of Mother to Child Transmission of HIV
Mentor: Manish Sagar (MED Medicine and Microbiology)

Heather Jamieson 178

Therapeutic Effects of Dietary Choline Mediated by IGF2 in AD Mouse Model

Mentor: Tiffany Mellott (MED Pathology & Laboratory Medicine)

Emma Jenkins 98

Maternal Soothing and its Relation to the Development of Self-Regulation Skills in 12 Month-Old Infants

Mentor: Amanda Tarullo (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Wenjing Jiang 13

Alf3 Phenotype Rescue Gene Analysis in Arabidopsis

Mentor: John Celenza (CAS Biology)

Victoria Jordan 53

Investigating the Mechanism of Activation of the RET Receptor using GDNF-Derived Peptides

Mentor: Aaron Beeler (CAS Chemistry) and Adrian Whitty (CAS Chemistry)

Jonathan Jordanides 54

Using a Lanthanide Binding Tag to Assess Conformational Changes in NF-κB Essential Modulator Protein (NEMO)

Mentor: Karen Allen (CAS Chemistry)

Erin Kahaly 99

Socializing Men Through Social Spaces: How Different Fraternity Experiences Contribute to Different Types of Masculinity

Mentor: Saida Grundy (CAS Sociology)

Heejoo Kang 179

Modulation of Tau-mediated Neurodegeneration by the RNA-binding Protein TIA1 in the P301S Mouse Model of Tauopathy

Mentor: Jennifer Luebke (MED Anatomy & Neurobiology)

Skylar Karzhevsky 180

Implementation of Public Health Intervention Project Increases Prenatal Aspirin Accessibility at Boston Medical Center
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Kelly</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other People as Individuals and Instantiations: Grounding an Empirical Approach to Interpersonal Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Aaron Garrett (CAS Philosophy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominic Kemmet</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat Use by the Northern Water Snake: Association with Beaver Structures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Peter Busher (CGS Natural Sciences)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leena Khan</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum-Based Microfluidic System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Douglas Densmore (ENG Electrical &amp; Computer Engineering)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uma Khemraj</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Variation of Epigenetic Chromatin Modifications in the Human Cortex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Basilis Zikopoulos (SAR Human Physiology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euri Kim</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Mixed-Method Study of Discourse and Equity in Preschool Classrooms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Stephanie Curenton (SED Education, Leadership, and Policy Studies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoyoung Kim</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination of Learning at a Single Cell Level with 2-Photon Imaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Jeffrey Gavornik (CAS Biology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung Yeon Kim</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Vitro Quantification of Solid Stress in Spheroid Models of Tumor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Hadi Nia (ENG Biomedical Engineering)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily King</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of Post-Transcriptional Regulation of Filoviruses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Daniel Cifuentes (MED Biochemistry)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorenzo Kinnicutt</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inexpensive, Easily-Fabricable Dielectric Elastomer Actuators (DEAs) for Soft Robotics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mentor: Tommaso Ranzani (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

**Grace Kirkpatrick**

*Understanding Alzheimer’s Disease: Investigating Changes in Hippocampal Excitatory and Inhibitory Neurons Using Immunofluorescence and the Novel Location Recognition Test*

Mentor: David Farb (MED Pharmacology)

**Deniz Kizildag**

*Cultural Influences on Families’ Reactions to a Child’s False Positive Screening for Autism Spectrum Disorder*

Mentor: Kristin Long (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

**Caity Klawon**

*Heritability of Dispersal Related Traits in the Clown Anemonefish Amphiprion Percula*

Mentor: Peter Buston (CAS Biology)

**Elisabeth Kotsalidis**

*An Investigation of Homer’s Iliad*

Mentor: Stephen Scully (CAS Classics)

**Rachel Kubrick**

*Two Focuses on the National Gallery of Art Exhibition “The New Woman Behind the Camera”*

Mentor: Kim Sichel (CAS History of Art & Architecture)

**Meera Kumanan**

*Investigating Structural Reorganization and Lipid Interactions of Serum Amyloid A using MD simulations*

Mentor: John Straub (CAS Chemistry)

**Ashray Kumar**

*Values and Beliefs as Drivers of Travel: Comparing Millennials and Boomers*

Mentor: Makarand Mody (SHA Hospitality Marketing)

**Shruti Kumta**

*Modular Synthesis of Azepines in Flow*

Mentor: Aaron Beeler (CAS Chemistry)

**Jesse Lamba**

*Epitranscriptomic Changes in the Nucleus Accumbens of Subjects with Alcohol Use Disorder*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Lankenau</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis of a Recapitulated Arabidopsis alf3-1 Mutant</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Huiping Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MED Psychiatry and Biomedical Genetics)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Lara</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Characterization of Kidney Phenotypes in a Mouse Model with a SRCAP1 P665L Missense Mutation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: John Celenza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CAS Biology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tess LaValley</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Impact of Religion on Late Medieval Learned Magic</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Deeeana Klepper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CAS Religion and History)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Layton</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CK2 Hyper-activation Overcomes Temporal Restriction of MYC-mediated Lymphoblast Transformation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Weining Lu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MED Medicine)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallie Lazaro</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Imaging of Neuronal Activity of Cholinergic Medial Septum Neurons in Freely Behaving Mice</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Michael Hasselmo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CAS Psychological &amp; Brain Sciences)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra-Lynn Leach</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characterizing and Optimizing Tools for Light-Inducible Control Over Transcription in S. cerevisiae</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Ahmad Khalil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ENG Biomedical Engineering)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jongyoul Lee</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function of Retrosplenial Cortex (RSC) Projections to the Medial Entorhinal Cortex (MEC) for Spatial Representations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Michael Hasselmo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CAS Psychological &amp; Brain Sciences)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuwen Lei</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assembly Model of Protein-Protein Co-aggregation for Tuning Sensitivity of the Synthetic Therapeutic Genetic Circuit for Alzheimer's Disease Model</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Ahmad Khalil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ENG Biomedical Engineering)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhaoyuan Li</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mechanistic Studies of Endoperoxidation Reaction Catalyzed by FtmOx1 in Verruculogen Biosynthesis: Producing 3,5 difluoro-tyrosine Replaced FtmOx1

Mentor: Pinghua Liu (CAS Chemistry)

Yu Liang

Synthesis of a Library of Small Molecule Inhibitors for Galpha-GIV Protein-protein Interaction

Mentor: Aaron Beeler (CAS Chemistry)

Yuxin Lin

Soft Composites for Multi-Functional Actuators

Mentor: Keith Brown (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

Felix Litvak

Developing Computational Tools to Study the Effects of the Tumor Microenvironment on TGF-β Signaling in Cancer Cells.

Mentor: Muhammad Zaman (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

Kainan Liu

Soft Shrinkable Structures for Minimally Invasive Surgery

Mentor: Tommaso Ranzani (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

Benjamin Livney

Laser Photogrammetry System for Remote Study of Orangutan Growth

Mentor: Michelle Sander (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Jonathan Lopez

Treatment with AUY954, a Specific Sphingosine-1-phosphate Receptor 1 Modulator, in a Mouse Model of Alzheimer’s Disease

Mentor: Alpaslan Dedeoglu (MED Neurology)

Juan Lopez

The Sulfur Source of the Anaerobic Ergothioneine Biosynthesis in Green-sulfur Bacteria

Mentor: Pinghua Liu (CAS Chemistry)

Austin Luong

Acoustic and High-speed Videoendoscopic Techniques to Optimize Assessment of Laryngeal Muscle Tension

Mentor: Cara Stepp (SAR Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences)

Weida Ma
An fMRI Investigation of Medial Prefrontal Network Dynamics During a Context-Dependent Rule Learning Task
Mentor: Chantal Stern (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Abigail Mack
Impact of Familiar Characters on Selective Trust and Consumer Behavior Outcomes in Children Ages 4-7
Mentor: Kathleen Corriveau (SED Applied Human Development)

Aron Malatinszky
Class Size and Educational Achievement: Evidence from Hurricane Katrina Evacuees
Mentor: Daniele Paserman (CAS Economics)

Bryanna Malbouf
Noninvasively Monitoring Orangutan Health Status: Determining Urine Concentrations
Mentor: Cheryl Knott (CAS Anthropology)

Leighton Marcovici
Analysis of the Efficacy of OT2 Liquid Handling Robot in Performing Biological Protocols
Mentor: Douglas Densmore (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Madeline Maslyar
Mapping DNA Shape with the Hydroxyl Radical
Mentor: Thomas Tullius (CAS Chemistry)

Sara Mason
Natural Product Remodeling: Development of Isosteviol as a Drug Carrier
Mentor: John Snyder (CAS Chemistry)

Claire May
Exploring Reduced Forms of [Pt(ctaPhMe)2]: Toward Tri- and Tetraanions
Mentor: Linda Doerrer (CAS Chemistry)

Ethan McCaslin
Characterization of NF-κB Signaling Pathway Scaffold Protein NEMO and Analysis of NEMO Mutant Functionality
Mentor: Thomas Gilmore (CAS Biology)

Sean McClaine
Designing a Wearable Vibrating Bracelet in Order to Regulate Infant Breathing Patterns

Mentor: Bela Suki (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

Akshat Mehta

The Mindful Walking Technique in People with Knee Osteoarthritis

Mentor: Deepak Kumar (SAR Physical Therapy & Athletic Training; Health Sciences)

Trevor Melsheimer

Effect of Process Parameters on Structure/Properties of Reactively Sputtered Aluminum Nitride (AlN) Coatings

Mentor: Vinod Sarin (ENG Materials Science & Engineering)

Gabriella Messina

The History of Adaptation and the Theory of Authorship

Mentor: Jonathan Foltz (CAS English)

Sloane Miller

RatTown: Optimization, Validation and Evaluation of the Min-ePump for Use in Studies That Include Both Drug IVSA and Group-Housed Social Behaviors in Rat Models

Mentor: Barak Caine (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Brandon Molligoda

Expression Levels of Specialized Pro-resolving Mediator (SPM) Receptors in a Mouse Model of Alzheimer’s Disease Following SPM Treatment

Mentor: Alpaslan Dedeoglu (MED Neurology)

Conor Mooney

The Classics & Fascism: How Ancient Works are Utilized by the Far Right

Mentor: Melanie Smith (CAS Writing)

Daniel-John Morel

SystemVerilog Implementation of the Programmable Hardware Monitor (PHMon)

Mentor: Ajay Joshi (ENG Electrical and Computer Engineering)

Andrew Muñoz

Modulating Cytokine Expression Through Nuclear Receptor Inhibition

Mentor: Juan Fuxman-Bass (CAS Biology)
Amalya Murrill

Macrocycles as Inhibitors of the β-catenin/TCF4 Protein-protein Interaction
Mentor: Adrian Whitty (CAS Chemistry)

Hayato Nakamura

People Detection Using Overhead Fisheye Cameras
Mentor: Janusz Konrad (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Pranav Nambiar

Optogenetic Silencing of Cholinergic Medial Septum Neurons in Free Behaving Mice
Mentor: Michael Hasselmo (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Sarah Nemsick

Inhibition of Biofilm Formation Using an AI-2 Responsive Genetic Circuit
Mentor: Mary Dunlop (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

Sean Nemtzow

Identifying Performance Anomalies on High Performance Computing Systems
Mentor: Ayse Coskun (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Tyler Nguyen

The Synthesize of BthA and PhosA to Investigate the Interaction and Function of Catalytic Protein Complexes
Mentor: Sean Elliott (CAS Chemistry)

Emma Nix

Investigation of Transcriptional Regulation of Vacuolar-ATPases in Cell Death in Drosophila Melanogaster Oogenesis
Mentor: Kim McCall (CAS Biology)

Renee Noordzij

Hippo Pathway Effectors Yaz/Taz Play a Role in Cilia Organization in Multiciliated Cells of the Airway Epithelium
Mentor: Xaralabos Varelas (MED Biochemistry)

Roberto Nunes

Parathyroid Hormone’s Protective Effect on Osteocytes May Explain Why Intermittent Doses Cause Bone Anabolism
Mentor: Paola Divieti Pajevic (SDM Cell and Molecular Biology)
Marwa Osman

Investigating the Genetics and Cell Biology of Cell Corpse Clearance
Mentor: Kim McCall (CAS Biology)

Chinazo Otiono

Perceptual Dissimilarity Judgments of Voices
Mentor: Tyler Perrachione (SAR Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences)

Lev Paasche-Orlow

Organizational Techniques of Boston’s Anti-Abortion Movement
Mentor: Neha Gondal (CAS Sociology)

Madison Pacaro

Nocturnal Parental Care and the Role of Parents in Hatching in the Clown Anemonefish
Mentor: Peter Buston (CAS Biology)

Salvatore Pace

Recurrences in the β-FPUT Chain
Mentor: David Campbell (CAS Physics)

Michelle Pan

Activation of mTORC1 and Inhibition of Lysosomal Biogenesis by SYK Tyrosine Kinase in Pancreatic Cancer
Mentor: Anurag Singh (MED Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics)

Harshal Patel

Single-Institution Experience with Ultrasound Imaging for Pre-Operative Parathyroid Adenoma Localization
Mentor: Stephanie Lee (MED Medicine)

Komal Patel

The Role of Sirtuin2 in the Regulation of Aortic Stiffness: Identification of Sirtuin2 Targets in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells
Mentor: Kathleen Morgan (SAR Health Sciences)

Priyan Pathirana

Quality Control of Malaria Rapid Diagnostic Tests/Health Care Modeling in Zanzibar
Mentor: Muhammad Zaman (ENG Biomedical Engineering)
Tanmay Patil

Effects of Cholesterol on HDL Biogenesis
Mentor: Haya Herscovitz (MED Physiology and Biophysics)

Cullen Paulisick

Quantification and Modeling of Quorum Sensing Activity in B. subtilis Biofilm Formation
Mentor: Allyson Sgro (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

Isha Pawar

Mumbai’s Unfinished Business: Infrastructure Development
Mentor: Benjamin Siegel (CAS History)

Temma Pelletier

Who’s My Parent When I Fill Out My FAFSA?
Mentor: Allen Harbaugh (SED Education)

Rachel Peng

Sign Language First Technology: Removing Historic Barriers to Online Content Access for Deaf Users in the Digital Age
Mentor: Dave Sullivan (CAS Computer Science)

Sebastian Perez-Espina

Investigation of Ladder Structured Benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]difuran Polymers for Utilization in Organic Photovoltaic Cells
Mentor: Malika Jeffries-EL (CAS Chemistry)

Tony Pham

Black Carbon as a Nitrogen Transporter to Marine Systems
Mentor: Robinson Fulweiler (CAS Earth & Environment)

Spencer Piligian

Synthesizing Core Shell Structures for Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Electrodes via Molten Salt Synthesis
Mentor: Srikanth Gopalan (ENG Materials Science & Engineering)

Amy Pinto-Quintanilla

Automated Inorganic Material Synthesis
Mentor: Mark Grinstaff (CAS Chemistry)
Zachary Popp

*Importance and Feasibility of Digital Biomarkers in Monitoring Brain Health*

Mentor: Rhoda Au (MED Anatomy & Neurobiology)

Hannah Posner

*Identifying and Validating Target Molecules of Fat Specific Protein 27 in Human Obesity*

Mentor: Shakun Karki (MED Cardiovascular Medicine)

Leeya Pressburger

*Comparison of Techniques for Imaging Microwave Emission from Blazars with Very Long Baseline Interferometry*

Mentor: Alan Marscher (CAS Astrophysics)

Surya Pulukuri

*Computational Characterization of M-tropic HIV-1 Patient Envelopes and Prediction of Tropism-shifting Mutants*

Mentor: Manish Sagar (MED Infectious Diseases)

Taranee Puri

*Betulin as a Drug Carrier Using Nanoparticles*

Mentor: John Snyder (CAS Chemistry)

Gwendolyn Pyeatt

*Structural Characterization of the Covalent Binding of Keap1 and Thiol-containing small molecules*

Mentor: Karen Allen (CAS Chemistry)

Hannah Rafferty

*The Thread Between Technology and Women: The Sewing Machine in the 19th Century*

Mentor: Stephanie Nelson (CAS Classics)

Nicole Ranallo

*Improving the Current Protocol for Derivation of Airway Epithelium from Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells*

Mentor: Finn Hawkins (MED Pulmonary)

Shivani Rao

*Cellular Mechanisms Underlying Mint1 Autoinhibition in Alzheimer’s Disease*

Mentor: Angela Ho (CAS Biology)
Pauline Reck

Overexpression of the Cytokine Interleukin 4 for its Use in Anticancer Targeted Therapeutics
Mentor: Arturo Vegas (CAS Chemistry)

Kevin Reiss

Existence of $\beta$ Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou Recurrences
Mentor: David Campbell (CAS Physics)

Jannellie Rivera

Effects of Social Information on Children’s Memory for Novel Objects
Mentor: Melissa Kibbe (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Ellery Robinson

Pre-Service Teachers’ Knowledge and Training on Sexual Assault and Sex Education for Students with Disabilities
Mentor: Jen Green (SED Special Education)

Sarah Safi

The Association Between Household Wealth and Use of Family Planning Services: Evidence from Rural India
Mentor: Mahesh Karra (CAS International Affairs)

Sheila Sagear

Machine Learning Improvements to the CMS Trigger System
Mentor: Indara Suarez (CAS Physics)

Dinithi Samarasekera

Developing a Low-Cost Water Quality Monitoring Device for Use in the Urban-West Region of Zanzibar
Mentor: Muhammad Zaman (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

Jason Samaroo

Evolution of NF-κB as a Transcription Factor: Characterization in the Protist Capsaspora owczarzaki
Mentor: Thomas Gilmore (CAS Biology)

Yasmine Sami

Characterization of a Post Dependent Phenotype of Alcohol Use Disorder
Mentor: Valentina Sabino (MED Pharmacology)
Petal Samrow 121
God, Germs, Angels, Oxygen: How Parents Talk About Unobservable Scientific and Religious Entities with Their Children
Mentor: Kathleen Corriveau (SED Applied Human Development)

Sabrina Scotti 151
The Alignment of Video Game Soundtracks with Recommendations for Children’s Music Listening
Mentor: Diana Dansereau (CFA Music)

Ryan Senne 122
Visualization and Modulation of Defensive Behaviors During Voluntary Exercise as a Result of Artificial Fear Memory Reactivation
Mentor: Steve Ramirez (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Liam Sennott 123
Correlation Between Myelin Density and Cortical Deactivation in Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex
Mentor: Joseph McGuire (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Aleksandra Serafin 247
Design and Development of Custom Low Cost, Open-Source, Pressure-Sensing Robotic Fingertips
Mentor: Rebecca Khurshid (ENG Mechanical Engineering)

Elena Serrano 124
Representation of Technology by the Mexican Press, 1885-1914: A Tool for Literary Analysis
Mentor: Adela Pineda (CAS Latin American Studies)

Nicholas Shapiro 24
Mechanism of Ethanol Perturbation in Sea Urchin Larva
Mentor: Cynthia Bradham (CAS Biology)

Megan Sheeran 198
Role of NEURL4 Protein in mtDNA Maintenance and Regulation of Immune Response
Mentor: Valentina Perissi (MED Biochemistry)

Michelle Shimizu 199
Characterizing the Cellular Infiltrate Within the Metastatic Lymph Node Microenvironment
Mentor: Dennis Jones (MED Pathology & Laboratory Medicine)
David Simon 75

Scalar Fields as Dark Matter and Dark Energy
Mentor: Martin Schmaltz (CAS Physics)

Joshua Singh 200

Miniaturization and Multiplexing of Lipid Sample Preparation for GC-MS Analysis
Mentor: Lynn Deng (MED Medicine)

Kimberly Siu 162

Objective Assessment of Eating Times, Duration, and Frequency by a Wearable Sensor in Healthy Adults: A Validation Study
Mentor: Megan McCrory (SAR Health Sciences)

Kathleen Snook 76

Small Molecule Activation by Transition Metal Butterfly Polyhydride Clusters
Mentor: John Caradonna (CAS Chemistry)

Natasha Soesanto 125

Examining the Relationship Between Physiological Regulation and Sociability in Preschoolers
Mentor: Nicholas Wagner (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Da-Hoon Song 126

Reading People’s Attention by Monitoring Their Eye Movements
Mentor: Arash Yazdanbakhsh (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Pooja Sonikar 127

Exploration of the Sensory Needs of Toddlers and Preschoolers with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Mentor: Helen Tager-Flusberg (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)

Sainetra Sridhar 25

Molecular Mechanisms of Cnidarian Stress Responses: The Role of Transcription Factor NF-κB in Thermally Induced Bleaching in Corals
Mentor: Thomas Gilmore (CAS Biology)

Ryan Stagg 128

Mental Illness & the Self in the Major Dharmic Traditions of Nepal
Mentor: Liah Greenfeld (CAS Sociology)
Andrew Stern

Religion and Politics in Ghana
Mentor: Timothy Longman (CAS Political Science)

Lenorah Stott

Small Molecule Activation by Transition Metal Edge-Bridge Polyhydride Clusters
Mentor: John Caradonna (CAS Chemistry)

Xiaoyan Su

IPSC-derived Cell Therapy and in Vivo Gene Editing to Repair Alpha 1 Anti-trypsin Disease-associated Liver Disease
Mentor: Valerie Gouon-Evans (MED Gastroenterology)

Christopher Suarez

Synthesis of a Rocaglate Precursor Enables Rapid Diversification of the Rocaglate Scaffold
Mentor: Lauren Brown (CAS Chemistry)

Natalie Swiacki

Tracking Language Change in U.S. Spanish: A Sociolinguistic Analysis of Pronoun Rates of Spanish Speakers in Boston
Mentor: Daniel Erker (CAS Linguistics)

Nicole Tacugue

Assessment of Sustained Attention Across Sensory Modalities Following Sleep Deprivation
Mentor: Laura Lewis (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

Avantika Tandon

Examining the Association Between Spousal Differences in Education and Female Autonomy: Evidence from Rural India
Mentor: Mahesh Karra (CAS International Affairs)

Natalia Tanko

Applied Strategies for Protecting Indigenous Human, Environmental, and Economic Rights in the Brazilian Amazon
Mentor: Julie Klinger (CAS International Affairs)

Kevin Tao

A Simulation Study on Latent Growth Curve Under Extreme Exclusive Contamination and Shifts in Normality
Mentor: Allen Harbaugh (SED Education)
Joshua Taylor

An Estimation of the Effect of Soil Moisture on Subsequent Precipitation Using the SMOS Soil Moisture Product

Mentor: Guido Salvucci (CAS Earth & Environment)

Thomas Tenzin

Unifying Criticality and the Neutral Theory of Neuronal Avalanches

Mentor: William Klein (CAS Physics)

Carina Terry

Can We Escape the Urban Noise? An Assessment of Noise Pollution and its Sources in Natural Areas near Boston

Mentor: Richard Primack (CAS Biology)

Zahra Thani

Boston Streetworkers’ Role in Crime Reduction

Mentor: Jessica Simes (CAS Sociology)

Peyton Tierney

Development of Biomaterial Systems that Modulate Effects of Estrogenic Endocrine

Mentor: Joyce Wong (ENG Biomedical Engineering)

Nina Touch

Conditional Cell Type-specific Knockout of Tsg101 in Microglia and Neurons alter Distribution of Tsg101+ Vesicles in the Hippocampal Region of Mouse Brain

Mentor: Tsuneya Ikezu (MED Pharmacology & Experimental Therapeutics and Neurology)

Andreas Towers

Application of the Anti-inflammatory Ocular Neuropeptide Alpha-melanocyte Stimulating Hormone (α-MSH) Suppresses Damage in Retinas Following Ischemia/reperfusion

Mentor: Andrew Taylor (MED Ophthalmology)

Audrey Tran

Expression and Modification of AMPA and NMDA Receptors in a Rat Model of Cocaine Addiction

Mentor: Hengye Man (CAS Biology)
Wei-Lun Tsai

Elucidating the Electron Transfer Pathway and Kinetics of a Trihemic Bacterial Cytochrome c Peroxidase, YhjA

Mentor: Sean Elliott (CAS Chemistry)

Rohan Tyagi

Utilizing the CRISPR-cas9 System to Integrate Cellulose-degrading Enzymes from the White-rot Fungus Punctularia Strigosozonata, into the Genome of the Lipid-producing Yeast Yarrowia Lipolytica, for the Purpose of Consolidated Biproducting

Mentor: Daniel Segrè (CAS Biology)

Darya Veraksa

Designing a User Interface to Upload Experimental Data to SynBioHub

Mentor: Douglas Densmore (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Matthew Walker

Temporal and Spatial Analysis of Neonatal Mortality in a Population Based Registry in Nagpur, India

Mentor: Patricia Hibberd (SPH Global Health)

Feng Wang

Differences in Vocal Fold Kinematics and Relative Fundamental Frequency Between Voiceless Fricatives and Stops

Mentor: Cara Stepp (SAR Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences)

Kevin Wang

Nanoparticle-Two-Dimensional Material Heterostructures as a Substrate for Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy

Mentor: Xi Ling (CAS Chemistry)

Anirudh Watturkar

Using Machine Learning to Detect Applications on Supercomputers

Mentor: Ayse Coskun (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Michelle Wen

High Density Fiber Photometry Arrays for Investigating Rapid, Large Scale Neural Dynamics in 3-dimensions During Behavior

Mentor: Mark Howe (CAS Psychological & Brain Sciences)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Wiggins</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Printing in the ME 345 Automated Design and Manufacturing Laboratory (ADML)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: William Boley (ENG Mechanical Engineering)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Williams</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanisms of Silica Release in New England Salt Marshes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Andy Kurtz (CAS Earth &amp; Environment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raina Williams</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Effect of Health Impact Investors on the Overall Successes of Health Enterprises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Emily Barman (CAS Sociology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quintashia Wilson</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palladium-catalyzed Borylations of Allylic Chlorides in the Synthesis of B-allylic 1,3,2-dioxaborinanes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Scott Schaus (CAS Chemistry)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noelle Wojciechowski</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiny Dancers: A Mouse Model to Investigate the Complex Neural Circuitry of Motivated Behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Jeffery Gavornik (CAS Biology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Wolfson</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental Needs of Foster Care Youth in Mentoring Relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Renée Spencer (SSW Human Behavior)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Wollman</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeta Potential Measurement in Nanochannels Using Current Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Chuanhua Duan (ENG Mechanical Engineering)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lila Wright</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship as the Finest Balm: An Analysis of Affinities Between Women in Jane Austen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor: Joseph Rezek (CAS English)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man I Wu</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman Spectroscopy for Early-Stage Diagnostics of Osteoarthritis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yalan Wu 204
Analysis of Retinal Pigment Epithelial (RPE) Cell Regulation of T-cell Activation
Mentor: Andrew Taylor (MED Ophthalmology)

Charlotte Yeung 30
Examining the Effects of Increased Expression of Complement Component 4 in Prefrontal Cortex Function and Rodent Social Interactions
Mentor: Alberto Cruz Martín (CAS Biology)

Syed Ghazanfar Yezdan 255
A Marketplace for the Exchange of Servers in the Mass Open Cloud
Mentor: David Starobinski (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Samson Yuan 31
Uncovering the Combinatorial Transcriptional Regulation of IL10
Mentor: Juan Fuxman Bass (CAS Biology)

Faraz Zaidi 32
Division of Labor and Synaptic Plasticity in the Leafcutter Ant [Atta cephalotes]
Mentor: James Traniello (CAS Biology)

Siyuan Zhang 256
Defect Generation in Novel Materials with Femtosecond Laser Interaction
Mentor: Michelle Sander (ENG Electrical & Computer Engineering)

Xike Zhang 205
The Effect of Foxp3 on Neuroblastoma Development
Mentor: Hui Feng (MED Pharmacology)

James Zhao 206
The Effects of TIA1 RNA Binding Protein on TNF-alpha Pro-inflammatory Cytokine Expression and Mitochondrial Degeneration in a Mouse Model of Tauopathy
Mentor: Maria Medalla (MED Anatomy & Neurobiology)

Rose Zhao 33
CO-REC: A High-Throughput Platform for Studying Cofactor Recruitment to Transcriptional Complexes
Mentor: Trevor Siggers (CAS Biology)

Zhiming Zhao  
FRET-based Biosensor for G Protein Activity
Mentor: Mikel Garcia-Marcos (MED Biochemistry)

Yuxiang Zhou  
Delivery of Redox-controllable Polyurethane-Polyurea Nanoparticles into Vascular Endothelial Cells and Atherosclerotic Lesions
Mentor: Jingyan Han (MED Vascular Biology)

Yingshihan Zhu  
The Moral Obligation to Overcome Complacency with Respect to One’s Own Oppression
Mentor: Susanne Sreedhar (CAS Philosophy)
Get Involved!

How to Apply to UROP:

Step 1: Find a research mentor in your field of interest

Step 2: Decide on a project
- Work on your mentor’s existing project or design your own!

Step 3: Complete UROP’s online application
- Feel free to contact UROP to schedule an application review.
- Make sure your mentor sends in their letter of recommendation.

Step 4: Receive funds to conduct research

Funding Opportunities Offered:

Stipend Awards
Student research awards (SRA) or faculty matching grants (FMG) given to students to conduct research with a BU faculty member for a given semester or summer.

Supplies Awards
Funds supplies purchases to support student research conducted with a BU faculty member for a given semester or summer.

Travel Awards
Funds students to present at conferences or conduct off-site research.

Email
urop@bu.edu

Visit
www.bu.edu/urop

Call
617-353-2020